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(Natural News) EXCLUSIVE: Today we are
publishing a series of lab microscopy photos
of bizarre clots which are now being routinely
found in adults who “suddenly died,” usually
in a number of months following covid
vaccinations.

These clots are often referred to as “blood
clots” but they are nothing at all like normal
clots, and they consist of far more than mere
blood cells. Unlike normal clots which are
gelatinous, almost jelly-like, these so-called “clots” contain extremely large, complex,
repeating structural elements (all shown below) that are clearly being constructed in the
blood of the victims who died from these clots.

All of these clots were extracted from patients within a few hours of their death. These are
not the result of post-mortem blood stasis. These are structures found in blood vessels
and arteries. They are not congealed blood.

We wish to publicly thank Dr. Jane Ruby for connecting us to the embalmer
(Richard Hirschman) who provided these clots. (Telegram channel
T.ME/DRJANERUBY) Without the persistence of Dr. Ruby, you would not be seeing this
report. Dr. Ruby is frequently featured on the Stew Peters Show (StewPeters.TV) and will
also be my featured guest Monday on the Infowars.com broadcast.

Here’s a vial of these raw clots, washed of blood and preserved, before staining:

These structures exhibit the following shocking properties:

They are tough, fibrous and resilient, showing material properties similar to small
rubber bands.
They consist of many strands of small, fibrous strands.
These fibrous strands (see the very last photo set below) show repeating patterns of
scale-like engineering, as if the body has been programmed to build another life
form inside the blood vessels.
There are strange crystalline-like structures found on these clots, exhibiting
transparency and resistance to normal gram staining techniques.
Below, you will find one example of a structure that appears to resemble a silicon-
like biocircuitry or microchip-like structure. We don’t yet know what it is.
One of the photo sets below reveals what appears to be a biocircuitry wire which
clearly shows repeating patterns and nano-scale interface structures that are
assembled in a specific geometry for an unknown purpose.

Context for the photos you are about to see:

I received these “blood clot” samples from a reputable embalmer (Richard
Hirschman) who is active in the field of embalming and who confirmed these are not
blood vessels or other tissues of any kind. They are structures that were evacuated
from inside blood vessels during embalming procedures.
I stained these samples using standard gram staining techniques used for
microbiology in order to enhance structural contrast during microscopy. One of the
samples below — the more yellowish sample — was stained only with iodine, not
any violet-colored stains.
The samples were then washed with ethyl alcohol and prepared on slides using
standard tissue sample preparation for microscopy.
Microscope magnification varies from 20x to 1500x, depending on the photo shown
below. Magnifications are indicated with each photo set.
I retain possession of these samples and can reproduce these photographs if
required. Any competent lab microscopy operator could reproduce these photos
using the same samples.
My descriptions shown below are merely my own observations and are not intended
to indicate certainty of the substances being identified. For example, when I talk
about “biocircuitry” or “nanowires,” I cannot confirm these are structures actually
engineered for purposes of biocircuits. Merely, they resemble structures that seem to
indicate such a purpose, but further research would be needed to confirm these
observations.

Microscopy photo set #1: Strange crystal-like
nanostructures

This first set shows strange crystal-like structures that resist staining techniques and
appear to show some sort of nano-scale, clear crystalline structures which would normally
never appear in blood or blood clots.

Everything you are looking at in these photos is part of a blood clot extracted from
an expired human being.

Magnifications shown here are 20x, 50x, 200x and 500x:

Microscopy photo set #2: Structures, strands and
particles

This second set shows very close-up details on the strands, structures and particles found
in these blood clots.

Magnifications shown are 20x, 50x, 100x, 200x, 500x, 1000x: (extreme magnifications
causes a loss of depth of field which is why the highly-magnified photos seem so blurry in
certain areas)

 

 

 

Microscopy photo set #3: Crystal-shaped structures

Crystal-like structures are attached to the bark-like structure of the blood clot. Remember,
this clot is stained using a violet stain, which accounts for its dark purple color.

Magnifications are 20x, 50x, 100x, 200x, 500x and 1000x:

Microscopy photo set #4: Fibrous material is not simply
congealed blood cells

The following sample was stained with iodine, then washed with ethyl alcohol. If you did
not realize where this came from, you might think this was a sample of beef jerky or a
chicken nugget. In reality, all of this is clot tissue that was found inside blood vessels or
arteries.

As you can see, these are in no way “normal” blood clots. These have structure and are
fibrous. They are clearly being built by the body, using protein synthesis instructions to
create this large mass that nearly resembles muscle tissue. Yet it is being built inside the
blood vessels.

Magnifications are 20x, 50x, 100x and 200x:

Microscopy photo set #5: Silicon-like “chip” structure

This series shows something that appears to resemble silicon-based microchip structures,
although I cannot claim with certainty that this is a circuit of any kind. It simply resembles
what micro-circuitry looks like at similar magnifications.

Magnifications used here at 20x, 50x, 100x, 200x and 500x:
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Microscopy photo set#6: Chalk-like white particles

An embalmer told me that blood emptied from the bodies of these people during
embalming often appears to show “chalk-like” white particles which are visible even to the
naked eye in certain cases.

My microscopy photos seem to have captured some of these chalk-like white particles
which resist staining and seem to be scattered across certain regions of these clots.

Magnifications used here are 20x, 50x, 100x, 200x, 500x, 1000x and 1500x:

Microscopy photo set#7: “Nanowire” structures and
repeating, structural scales

What follows here is a stunning look at what appears to be, at first, a micro-scale wire.
Zooming it, we see a series of repeating structures along the top that appear to be nano-
scale wire interface junctions. The entire “wire” is made of repeating segments, and its
outer layer is covered in repeating “scale-like” patterns that actually resemble reptile skin
more than anything human.

For the record, we don’t know what these structures are. However, it’s clear this doesn’t
belong anywhere in the circulatory system.

Finally, this fiber is not simply a human hair. It is firmly attached to the blood clot and when
I tried to remove it, it would not tear away easily. This is not a contamination issue, it is a
structure emanating from the clot itself. Everything you see here came out of a human
being’s blood vessels:

Magnifications used here are 20x, 50x, 100x, 200x, 200x, 500x, 500x, 500x, 1000x and
1500x:

What is all this?

We don’t yet know what all these structures are. We know what they are not, however:
They are not simply clotted blood cells. If they were, then at the 1500x magnification
shown in the last photo, above, we would be able to see individual blood cells. These are
not blood cells, they are protein structures.

Protein structures circulating in the blood like this, building up over time, are clearly being
constructed by the body’s cells. The ribosomes in the cells instruct the body what proteins
to construct. These ribosomes are hijacked by mRNA gene therapy injections, which
overwrite new instructions to the cells, causing them to manufacture something other than
human.

I believe the structures you are seeing above are the result of mRNA protein synthesis
instructions which have been injected into people under the false umbrella of “vaccines.” I
welcome input from other experts who may have other theories or explanations of where
this is coming from.

More research is needed to confirm the function and composition of these structures, yet
because of the extreme censorship and “science authoritarianism” that now exists in the
world, no lab or university will dare examine these clots and honestly report the
results. To do so would risk losing all NIH funding and federal grants, since the very same
people who engineer vaccines and bioweapons also control most science funding in
America.

Thus, only independent scientists, labs and journalists will dare tell the truth about
these clots.

In conclusion, they are not “blood” clots. They are structures in the blood. They are
“structural clots” or “fibrous clots” that are extremely large and are being constructed
inside the body over time.

My grave concern is that every person who has been injected with mRNA instructions may
be constructing these fibrous structures inside their bodies at this very minute, and that it’s
only a matter of time before they block major arteries or cause heart attacks, strokes or
other acute causes of “Sudden Adult Death Syndrome” (SADS).

I believe these structures may very well explain why so many seemingly healthy adults are
suddenly dying.

Hear more details on Brighteon.com and Infowars.com

I will be discussing these findings in more detail Monday mid-day on my Situation Update
podcast at my channel on Brighteon.com:

https://www.brighteon.com/channels/hrreport

In addition, I am unveiling all these photos and findings as I host the Infowars.com “Alex
Jones Show” broadcast Monday, June 13th, beginning at 11 am central. The three-hour
show will feature several expert guests who will comment on these findings and present
their own information about what these may be and how many people are being affected
right now.

Tune in at www.InfoWars.com

And pray for humanity.
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Supervisor Red • a day ago

• Reply •

These are fibrin clots that the body creates when not enough blood is flowing. A
simple google search of fibrin clots you will see similar things in diabetics and such.
Possibly the micro clotting causing not enough blood flow then the body reacts by
producing more fibrin.

 1△  ▽ 1

Ryan  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Supervisor Red

they look way different in my opinion in size and shape. and then do explain
why masses of people are having them now, non-diabetics and such???
△ ▽

Turbo Prop  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Supervisor Red

Yeah, a lot of those clots look like beef jerky. Something is dehydrating your
cells and turning your body into a jerky factory. Imagine that if you will.

 3△  ▽ 1

Supervisor Red  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Turbo Prop

What if the fibrin is building up bc it can't pass though normal tissue so
it has nowhere to go. Due to micro clots. What if it needs to pass
through soemthing but can't.
△ ▽

Supervisor Red  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Turbo Prop

Maybe we can feed it to our dogs, you know food shortages and all
△ ▽

Turbo Prop  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Supervisor Red

I would never feed my dogs stuff I wouldn't eat. Hope you
wouldn't either. But I know you are just kidding. LOL

 2△ ▽

MJ  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Supervisor Red

I'm struggling with the idea of why our bodies would produce a clot when our
bodies need flow?

I'm not saying you're wrong. I'm saying it's counterintuitive.
△ ▽

Supervisor Red  • a day ago

• Reply •

> MJ

I have no idea why fibrin builds up when blood does not flow.
△ ▽

ShadowGhost  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Supervisor Red

Sorry Dude, anyone that looks up 'fibrin clots' that has half a brain can clearly
see the pictures above are not the same. You are pure disinformation much like
the CDC. Are you CDC, NIH, FBI and/or a paid troll?

 5△  ▽ 1

Supervisor Red  • a day ago

• Reply •

> ShadowGhost

Whatever you say genius
△  ▽ 2

Supervisor Red • a day ago

• Reply •

I did have a customer telling me he has had 5 surgeries to remove clots from his legs
last week. There are just to many coincidences happening simultaneously.

 14△ ▽

Dave • a day ago

• Reply •

Bastards killed my mother in law. People are just disappearing, not showing up at the
gym, not showing up at Contra dances. Massive depopulation of the people. we dont
know what was in each batch of shots by company by booster...goodbye every
American that knows what freedom is and the rule of law...soon America will be
populated by people from third world counties who expect and accept a corrupt
dictatorship as government

 21△ ▽

TL Rutledge  • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

> Dave

I understand it that the dictatorship will be algorithms, therefore none will be
held accountable. Or they seem to think so, unless they self-destruct.
△ ▽

L V  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Dave

Well, Dave. Ever read Revelation? God isn't giving up America. She's the City
On A Hill. Please get ready for the next Great Awakening. The full stature move.
It ends in transfiguration of American soil. Revelation 18 fires will consume the
NWO on American soil ~ the soil of escape from The Great Reset (Great
Tribulation). Take ❤. God's about to move.
△  ▽ 2

Alexis Rebman  • a day ago

• Reply •

> L V

I've read Revelation, more than once. Transfiguration of American soil?
NWO consumed on American soil? I think you are confusing the USA
with Israel!
△  ▽ 1

Howard Lewis  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Dave

Imagine a culture dominating the American public who will never have a clue
how to maintain and develop the technology. If they could not inspire evolution
where they came from, they certainly will not do it here. They will find the
welfare office, but this Vatican and British Empire back stab planning over the
past 200 years will backstab the American experience. Read ex-Vatican
cardinal pen named Avro Manhattan in his personal journal in planning as a
Vatican cardinal and the 200 year history of 'The Vatican Moscow Washington
Alliance'. Coca fuelled cold blooded greed for centuries. Even King Tut had the
crap in his tomb 3360 years ago.
△ ▽

MJ  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Dave

Why? You somehow think it's going to function better then?

Come on. The story doesn't have enough legs to end that way. The third
worlders would rather stay home than risk life and limb in a war-torn America.
△  ▽ 1

Rgb Rides • a day ago

• Reply •
dont shed on me bro.. ?

 5△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> Rgb Rides

The tree of liberty must from time to time be refreshed with the clotted blood of
patriots and tyrants. It is its natural manure. Tyrant Trudeau came out and said
that Canadians with guns can use them for hunting and shooting practice but
not for self defense. Hey Trudeau. What if you are squirrel hunting and you are
attacked by a moose?!
△ ▽

Charla  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rgb Rides

'That's a bannin' - Hobo Jack
△ ▽

Disco Sun Stripe • a day ago

• Reply •

Would like to know the interaction/growth of these with respect to the inherent
presence/activity of VEGF, in the human body.
△ ▽

Steve • a day ago

• Reply •

As you saw iron mixed with ceramic clay, they will mingle with the seed of men; but
they will not adhere to one another, just as iron does not mix with clay.

Daniel 2:43

Speaking of the final world kingdom. Maybe this is referring to the fallen ones mixing
with man again? I don't know and pray it's not.

 11△ ▽

RebelFred  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Steve

I don't understand science or reason, therefore god! 

🙄

 

🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣

 

⚛

 

👍

 

😁

△  ▽ 8

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> RebelFred

That is your free will. Just be prepared for a huuuuuuge shock when you
transition to the metaphysical.

 1△ ▽

Rachel E Nichols  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> RebelFred

The SCIENCE we follow must be appeased. The Shaman doctors say
human lives must be offered up to the great god SCIENCE. Take these
shots to determine who the great god SCIENCE wants to take.
The earth is overpopulated and demands an offering of human blood
that she may stay green. Put this sacred serum into your child's arm to
propitiate the god SCIENCE.
Repeat the sacred words.
Follow the SCIENCE! Follow the SCIENCE! Follow the SCIENCE!
△  ▽ 1

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> RebelFred

Junk science is junk science =MRNA pretending to be a
Vaccine....therefore ,you are FOS.

 2△ ▽

TwoGeese Flying  • a day ago

• Reply •

> RebelFred

I worship science as proof there is no God?
Choose wisely.

 3△  ▽ 1

furbaby  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> TwoGeese Flying

We human beings are born with the natural instinct to worship
something. One can say that this might be proof that God exists,
because, if we choose not to worship God, we wind up
worshipping something else: science, money, sex, nature gods,
animals, etc.

 2△ ▽

TL Rutledge  • a day ago

• Reply •

> TwoGeese Flying

You can know GOD by reading and studying the KJV Bible.
Explain the explanation of why this book has of yet to be
excluded in culture!? Survived burning by cultures historically
and still survives.When a person is close to GOD, then they can
distinguish what is good and what is evil. Spiritual healing and
renewal comes from God and his word. This is God's science,
God's earth, world. Whom else but GOD can naturally make the
wind blow, plagues of frogs!? Also, the magnetic field is unseen,
but still created by GOD.

 2△ ▽

Greebo  • a day ago

• Reply •

> TwoGeese Flying

I worship science as the study of God's Laws baked into
creation. Physical laws. Physical laws even have spiritual
counterparts like Action/Reaction & karma. I do not understand
how physical laws in creation prove that God does not exist. It
would obviously be un-provable either way, as God is supposed
to be a spiritual being & we have so little access to gather data in
the spiritual realm at this time. ;-)

 1△ ▽

Krestovan  • 4 hours ago

• Reply •

> Greebo

Every thing in God's creation ''exists''. HE does not ''exist''
because HE is not a created thing. HE is Yahweh, the I AM.
△ ▽

old bat  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Steve

it is. that is what as in the days of noah means. that is why God sent the flood.
mankind was infested with fallen angel/nephilim dna. but noah was "perfect in
his generations". no contamination. that is why he was chosen because satan
had tried to prevent Jesus from being born by contaminating the dna.

 13△ ▽

old bat • a day ago

• Reply •
my problem is that there is no way to verify that these are out of a human body.
△  ▽ 13

Dave  • a day ago

• Reply •

> old bat

Makes perfect sense thorough. Your body produces Fiberan that becomes a
scab when exposed to oxygen to stop bleeding. This looks like the
polymerization of Fiberan in your blood stream

 1△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> old bat

Did you get the "vaccines" and the boosters?
 1△ ▽

thoughtctrl512  • a day ago

• Reply •

> old bat

The source is a testimony from a board certified as a funeral director and
embalmer who has over 20 years experience (Hirschman from Dr Ruby [Mike
will be doing another interview w/ Dr Ruby soon re. this]). There are still some
parallels w/ covid vax'd bodies post-autopsy (ex. Dr Bhakdi).

 2△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> old bat

Says you.
 3△ ▽

someone#  • a day ago

• Reply •

> old bat

Oh ok, then I guess it's safe to inject into children. After all, this guy may be
lying, so its all good. Jab away. Everyone in the government and pharma
industry are perfectly honest, its the random mortician that is the liar here.
Yeah, you're not too bright are you.

 7△ ▽

themason90 • a day ago

• Reply •

And now ladies and gentlemen for your viewing pleasure the two headed calf. But
really, can not get past the contradiction..."fresh" blood, then moving to an
"enbalmer". Which is it. "Fresh" drawn sample or "stale" possibly compromised
sample. Asking for a friend.
△  ▽ 5

Shadow Boxer  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> themason90

I almost died from Morgellons. It's very likely that the shots contain it going by
what I have seen. I've been studying it for 10 years, but never had my samples
analyzed so I really didn't know what it was, just what it can do. It's not good.

 1△ ▽

DOWAH AUDIT EVERY STATE • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

WELL, THERE IT IS ! EVIDENCE THAT THE VAXCINNES ARE DOING THE KILLING OF
ALL THESE HEALTHY YOUNG PEOPLE !! F.J.B. ---- WHY IN THE WORLD WOULD
YOU FIND THIS COMMENT NOT ACCEPTABLE ??

 4△ ▽

Shark_FL • a day ago

• Reply •
I'd post this link on FB but it will be deleted within minutes.

 11△  ▽ 1

lisa • a day ago

• Reply •
Thank you ! Cant find the videos tho.. are the links working?
△ ▽

healthnut • a day ago

• Reply •

I would be curious to see if any of these 'bloodclots' react to 5G or EMF/radiation.
Guess it would have to be tested right after the clots are removed.

 5△ ▽

Godabove09 • a day ago

• Reply •
This is all very concerning...for those who took the clot shot that is.

 3△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> Godabove09

And for we whose loved ones took the jabs.
 1△ ▽

Godabove09  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......

True.

Both my parents had 3 shots, numerous aunts, uncles, cousins etc...

So far, no obvious signs of health issues...but, these things tend to
happen suddenly and now we see that any incidents are rarely linked to
the vaccine because a reasonable amount of time has passed.
△ ▽

summer meadow • a day ago

• Reply •

Wow, ughhhh. Mike thank you for using your time and energy to bring us these
findings.

 9△ ▽

frankfan42 • a day ago

• Reply •

Blood is released during embalming and goes to the sewers, correct? How much
danger do these "Things" present to the general non innoculated public?

 24△ ▽

DOWAH AUDIT EVERY STATE  • a day ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

GREAT QUESTION !
 4△ ▽

furbaby  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

I'm not so sure about that! Such a large quantity of blood and embalming fluid
might be considered medical waste, wouldn't it?
△ ▽

frankfan42  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> furbaby

Well, it's true. Blood is drained and released into the sewage system
during both autopsy and the embalming process. This is WHY this is
such a critical issue in my view.
△ ▽

SurvivaLust Preparedness  • a day ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

Watch out Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles here we come.
△ ▽

Proud Deplorable • a day ago

• Reply •

Oh that reminds me. I need to go get my booster.

Not
 14△ ▽

Quoth the Raven • a day ago

• Reply •

Please help me understand: are these "clots" only found in vaccinated bodies? Never
seen in the unvaxxed?

 3△ ▽

Boo Hoo  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Quoth the Raven

No never...
 1△ ▽

DOWAH AUDIT EVERY STATE  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Quoth the Raven

SO FAR !!
 4△ ▽

Darlinlin  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Quoth the Raven

Correct
 1△ ▽

someone#  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Quoth the Raven

Only in "vaxxed" persons
 1△ ▽

Mrs. Ramsay • a day ago

• Reply •

Someone please show Mr. Trump this article.
Not caring what people say, something is highly amiss, it's just by degrees that we
might disagree. Just glad it's the conservatives who mostly didn't take those shots.

 8△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Mrs. Ramsay

Many “conservatives “ took the experimental jab. Tells me there are a lot of
ignorant “conservatives “

 4△ ▽

Rachel E Nichols  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Liberty denied

I no longer support or trust Trump now.
 3△ ▽

frankfan42 • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

Thank you Mike, this information is consistent with the research of Dr Franc Zalewski,
who calls these things "Aluminum based life forms"
bitchute DOT com/video/45rx8vafSfWS/

 4△ ▽

faustinaagatha • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

This s BS. From the first paragraph I was expecting a images of histology specimens
standard in pathology done with standard staining. Gram stain is a stain used in
microbiology. The tube held by the gloved hand does look like the rubbery clots
described by the embalmers. The other pictures look like they are some sort of plant
material.

 3△  ▽ 10

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> faustinaagatha

That is exactly the point of the article....constructed protein appearance. Not
claiming what it is. Guess you took the jab......the fake vaccine.....the MRNA.
Denial.

 3△ ▽

faustinaagatha  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> Liberty denied

These fibrous things look like plant roots. They look nothing like the
smooth rubbery clots that the embalmers pulled out. Be my guess.
△ ▽

SurvivaLust Preparedness • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

The media can and will report that zombies are roaming the streets, and aliens are
popping out of people's stomachs and wrapping their tails around their victims with
some logical explanation and create another creature culture lockdown....however,
when I still see bumper stickers ( like I did yesterday ) that read; "NO PUTIN VOTE
BLUE" then all of this useful chatter only illuminates the woke but unfortunately the
rest of society will follow, fall and then become consumed. Remember "But Jesus said
unto him, Follow me; and let the dead bury their dead". Matthew 8:22

 2△ ▽

fvtomasch • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

First it was Soylent Green now it's Soylent BOOSTER. Comes in many varieties. One
jab/2 jabs/2 jabs and a booster or Fully Boosted with added Clots. Hurry while
supplies last. Operators standing by.

 3△ ▽

tyrannystopper • a day ago

• Reply •

Dang, Mike. Wow. This is serious stuff. Your images need to be spread worldwide.
Folks MUST wake up.

 7△ ▽

Liberty1959 • a day ago

• Reply •

Yes the US Government lied 24X7X365 about the covaids plandemic, and the sheep
are reaping what they have sown.

 10△ ▽

ISA41:10  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Liberty1959

Covid was the PLANdemic. The Clot Shots ARE the Pandemic.
 1△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

ShineOn!  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Guest

This is Mike Adams website; why are you even here to begin with if you don't
like M.A.?

 4△ ▽

JB • 2 days ago

• Reply •
This is a controlled opposition site that censors truth.

 1△  ▽ 19

Johnny Indica  • a day ago

• Reply •

> JB

F%%k 0FF!!
△ ▽

tyrannystopper  • a day ago

• Reply •

> JB

You are an agency worker.
 8△ ▽

num  • a day ago

• Reply •

> tyrannystopper

I agree with trannypopper
 3△ ▽

Rachel E Nichols  • a day ago

• Reply •

> JB

You can still share "your personal truth" on Twitter.
 1△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> JB

This is the FOS poster that took all the death jabs and demands the rest of us
do the same. Evil leftist.

 1△ ▽

JB • 2 days ago

• Reply •

The Revelation 6 seals are coming off:

1st seal: peaceful world takeover, masks
2nd seal: the needles that “shall kill”
3rd: engineered economic, food, fuel, and supply collapse
4th: untold millions of deaths coming from seals 1, 2, and 3

Please look up the Greek word for “bow” in Rev 6:2 in Strongs... the word is toxon
(g5115). It is defined not as a weapon but as a “simplest piece of fabric”... the
minimum requirement for a mask. Shocked perhaps? Look at the root word for
toxon... It’s tikto (g5088), defined as “bring forth, be delivered, be in travail.” The
beginning of tribulation.

And a pre-tribulation rapture is a lie from religion that started in the 1800s. But there is
great news... He is coming!

followthelamb.today
 11△  ▽ 1

old bat  • a day ago

• Reply •

> JB

yeah pray for pre and plan for post. very possibly mid-ish bef wrath as we are
not appointed to wrath.
△ ▽

SurvivaLust Preparedness  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> JB

and his name was Cyrus I. Scofield and it is men like John Hagee, who is
making Zionists Jews out of millions of evangelicals. It's sad that a vast
majority of the Church today has never heard an expositional teaching using
the Greek language to help them understand what the Bible is really teaching. I
hold a Bachelors in Theology and Master of Divinity. Studied both the
Septuagint, The Latin Vulgate and the Novum Testamentum Graece or Latin
translation of the Greek New Testament, as well as the The Greek New
Testament, Fifth Revised Edition (UBS5). I find it strange that so many
American church goers were so easily influenced by a Kansas City Lawyer who
had ZERO theological training....yet I guess the reason is simple. Many
Christians want to eat Dessert before their meal...it just tastes so much better
to think that we are not going to suffer, be martyred and die for our faith. It was
not until I got into Seminary that I finally understood that the PRETRIB position
of the rapture is very easily disputed. I have never made it a requirement for
fellowship and yes when the time comes we all will be caught up together.
However, I can't remember the last sermon I have heard from a pulpit on a Mid
Tribulation presentation from the New Testament....but guess what folks...IT's
There...and yup we are going to suffer, bleed and die for our faith. Sshh..don't
tell your average Southern Baptist that they will call you a heretic.

 7△ ▽

Rachel E Nichols  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> SurvivaLust Preparedness

I know a lot of eschatological arguments for and against certain views of
the end of the world. But none has so little support (IMO) as the
"rapture."

 3△ ▽

Craig Silver  • a day ago

• Reply •

> SurvivaLust Preparedness

Amen brother
△ ▽

Rachel E Nichols  • a day ago

• Reply •

> JB

Second seal could be the riots and wars starting all over.
△ ▽

Fr. David Telemond • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Fascinating photos. I believe these are the preliminary stages in the creation of a
human hybrid Xenomorph. I strongly suspect that these structures are being made to
create a new part for an existing organ such as the heart or to create an entirely new
organ that can allow the human hybrid Xenomorph to withstand high exposures of
radiation. The ultimate space creature!

 5△  ▽ 1

Liberty or Death  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Fr. David Telemond

its a bioweapon designed to slow kill the population...
 6△ ▽

tony sabell • 2 days ago

• Reply •
"As it was in the days of Noah..."~Matthew 24:37-39

 11△ ▽

old bat  • a day ago

• Reply •

> tony sabell

yeah changed up dna.
 4△ ▽

frombrussels • 2 days ago

• Reply •
Nice try.....but I don t buy this cr*p....

 4△  ▽ 15

Johnny Indica  • a day ago

• Reply •

> frombrussels

Of course, you're part of the sheeple
 6△ ▽

Mark C.  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> frombrussels

This isn't the first time someone has come forward with this information. 
Morticians that do embalming procedures have been reporting massive, fibrous
clots they've never seen prior to the covid vaccines. They first started reporting
this several months ago.

 21△ ▽

Tellin' It As It Is...  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Mark C.

Absolutely correct! I first read about it right here on Natural News...

⛺

⛺

 2△ ▽

Markey Farrell  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> frombrussels

We have family friends of a father and son both died suddenly within 10 days of
each other. They both went in for a booster two weeks prior. Both typically
healthy. Father complained of the exact same symptoms before he died as had
immediately after he took his last (killer) booster.
I dare you to get fully vaxxed and boosted if you don't buy this crap.

 18△ ▽

Mrs. Ramsay  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Markey Farrell

We have numerous instances like yours we can cite. Yet funny, we knew
NO ONE who died with or from covid. We live in a big city and have
thousands of friends and acquaintences. Still...no one we know from
covid, 8-10 we know from shots.

 11△ ▽

Skip Rodenberg  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Mrs. Ramsay

One person I know who died from supposed "Covid", was
diagnosed with brain cancer 2 years earlier. I'm sure it was the
cancer. And another, was a friend of mines girlfriend, I asked him
if they had put her on a ventilator, and he said yes. I'm sure the
"treatment" helped many die!

 7△ ▽

Noodles123  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> frombrussels

Why not? Multiple doctors INCLUDING the Japanese Government has found
metallic particles in the vaccine.

"Japan on Thursday (Aug 26) suspended the use of 1.63 million doses of
Moderna's vaccine, more than a week after the domestic distributor received
reports of contaminants in some vials.

The NHK report published late on Thursday cited the ministry as saying the
particle reacted to magnets and was therefore suspected to be a metal.
Moderna has described it as "particulate matter" that did not pose a safety or
efficacy issue."

 13△ ▽

Latter DC  • a day ago

• Reply •

> frombrussels

Dr. Fauci, give us vaccines.... I love that song.... you too??
△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> frombrussels

Oh, so you can give us a scientific explanation? Go get your next booster
please.

 1△ ▽

Russ • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> 

Your brain dead shut up there is mass genocide going on and all you think is your
breaking the law BS wake the fu?! Up dummy. I love all but people are dying cause of
this

 4△ ▽

Sentinel • a day ago

• Reply •

> 

I'm sure Mike would welcome your help. If you read the article then you know finding
quality help in these matters is difficult these days.

 2△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico...... • a day ago

• Reply •

> 

Did you get the boosters too Golda??!!
 3△ ▽

Bob G • a day ago> 

What angers you most Golda? The fact that the vaccines are actually killing people or
that your narrative isn't being followed. Change your panties, take a Midol cap and lay
down for a while.
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• Reply •
down for a while.

 5△ ▽

Ektor57 • a day ago

• Reply •

These objects look like something big pharma would plant into a body for nefarious
purposes. Why weren't these things discovered months ago? Are they constantly
growing and expanding? Only your trusted big pharma rep knows. Knowing that
garbage like this was floating around in my body would be cause for a heart attack.

 2△ ▽

magmahombre999 • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

A friend of mine observed that some of the structures reminded him of mushroom
structures. Suggests the possibility that these structures represent fungal growths. If
the jabs damage the innate immune system as has been suggested, fungal growths
could take off. Ivermectin could be a treatment since it has anti-fungal properties.
Anti-fungal medications might be a possible treatment if they are fungal growths.

 3△ ▽

Jjwatts • a day ago

• Reply •
Be careful Mike.

 3△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Jjwatts

"Hunger Games".
△ ▽

Juliette • a day ago

• Reply •
Please put a comparison pic of a normal blood clot so we can see the difference.

 3△ ▽

Juliette • a day ago

• Reply •
Please put comparisons pic of normal blood clots so we can see there is a difference
△  ▽ 1

gandalph • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> Juliette 

Piss off troll.
 2△ ▽

summer meadow • a day ago

• Reply •

> Juliette 

Your own jello like menses clot, compared to a rubber band fibrous type thing,
big difference!

 2△ ▽

Sandy Koufax • a day ago

• Reply •

Hey ya'll prepare yourself for the rubber band man
You've never heard a sound
Like the rubber band man
You're bound to lose control
When the rubber band starts to jam

 3△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Sandy Koufax

With your rubber arm you should know Sandy!
△ ▽

Ignominious • a day ago

• Reply •
Some look like plant roots/growth.

 3△  ▽ 1

shirley2519 • a day ago

• Reply •

FB WILL NOT LET THE TRUTH BE SHARED WITH OTHERS WHY?? I HEARD THIS
MONTHS AGO WHEN A MORTICIAN HAD PEOPLE CK;S AND FOUND LONG
STRINGY LIKE CLOTS SO IF IT WAS ON TV AND HERE WHY CAN I NOT SHARE

 5△ ▽

#1TroubleMaker • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

Can't figure it out. Baffling? Mysterious. Unknown reasons and... super super rare!!!!...
This is what THEY say when they are killing you.

 7△ ▽

Ricky Ricardo  • a day ago

• Reply •

> #1TroubleMaker

I think they're now blaming it all on "long covid"!
 3△ ▽

chris • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

For every picture like these ones shown here, the entire medical cartel, the scientists,
politicians, should be packed in one space ship and expelled from the HUMAN planet
earth out to the deep dark matter cosmos, for good!
On the other note, human HEMOGLOBIN, normally should give red to brown crystals,
when left in the air. Pity the investigation team is using staining, seeing the real color is
important! Can't help but thinking about crocodile skin when seeing these greenish
mass. Also where this thin round wire comes out from, that mass?? 
The newest Mike's video on JA Banned channel was better but didn't show this 'nice'
photo of these regularly spaced white chucks of matter inside of a perfect tube/wire.
This part looks more like neuronal growth, isolating myelin sheaths of a neuron...
Wrote little bit more on it on a substack channel of 'mejbcart', if anyone want's to
read.
It is bioinformatics.
This is so terrifying that morgellons seems to be like nothing compared to this.

 5△ ▽

PBE2YAH  • a day ago

• Reply •

> chris

I think Morgellons was the precursor to these structures. No matter how you
look at it, it was and is unlawful non consensual human experimentation. Iron
and clay do not mix.

 5△ ▽

TutHierNixZurSache • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

This is complicated. You could run chemical analysis, mass spectroscopy on parts, to
get a clue to the chemical composition, but this is expensive, and most probably all is
some form of organic chemicals, C, H, O. At a first glance, there is an German article
at the Paul Ehrlich Institute 03 2021, that the spike can fusion cells. Pictures looks like
that something is glued together - proteins? cell shell? fats? Remember that body can
generate hair, nails, tooth. At first, wound healing could be an entry, is this similar to
the healing of skin and the process of blood clotting, usually on wounds only? One
comment mention fibrin, perhaps activated by something inside. And fibrine is
activated via thrombine and receptors. The blood clooting problem of thrombosis was
a problem from the beginning, also raised in some vaccines. Is this related to the Cjd
Prion region of the spike, which variants up to delta had, but omicron misses? Is the
Prion the source for the higher death rate of delta against omicron? From which
variants are these pictures? Any other diseases? Many open questions. This is
normally an inter disziplinary problem of specialists of different medical areas,
chemicists of different areas and other scientists. It's tricky.

 1△ ▽

Charles TurnerMD • a day ago

• Reply •

it's not the VAX. it is the war in Ukraine that's causing the clots.....well, either that or
Trump and Putin are causing the clots.
BTW, nattokinse is great against blood clots but this fiberous, white crap is not blood
clotting. i don't know what it is but it is not clotted blood.

 3△  ▽ 2

Henrik80 • a day ago

• Reply •

Very interesting! Just as reference it would be interesting to have the comparison with
picture of normal blod clots - for us who normally don't work in this area..

 3△  ▽ 1

Angela  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> Henrik80

Ever had a nose bleed ? 
Towards the end of the bleeding, the blood no longer flows fast, because it
starts to clot. If you then commit the mistake of blowing your nose, this blood
clot will come out - a soft, jelly-like, red blob - and the bleeding will start all
over again.
△ ▽

Disco Sun Stripe • a day ago

• Reply •
Oral Nattokinase ?

 1△ ▽

Disco Sun Stripe • a day ago

• Reply •

Proteolytic>Maldi-Tof protein fingerprint analysis? Also, I wonder what the interaction
of VEGF is with this 'version' of clotting that's occurring?

 1△ ▽

Shadow Boxer • a day ago • edited

• Reply •
Yes, there are similarities to Morgellons. But that term covers a lot of ground.

 1△ ▽

Wendy Allen • a day ago

• Reply •

A dark field microscope used just after getting the fresh specimen may look
interesting. Parasites/chips/wifi? The ingredients of the pretend vax are a trade
secret...really a bio-weapon/gene change/way to lower the population/make money
and weaken a country for a political take over by the New World order. They are not
trying to help health. Aluminum/chemicals etc may not be seen.

 4△ ▽

Harold Manning • a day ago

• Reply •

Yet, the morons listen and do what fake science and bureaucrats tell them to do and
take the fake vaccine and boosters. Can't fix the stupid...

 8△ ▽

The Booboo • a day ago

• Reply •

What I have seen posted on the internet, are people looking directly at blood and not
prepared blood smears. When they describe what they see, it sounds like BS, so I
don't pay any attention to it. I have been wrong before and many times on the
Covid/mask issues.
Being an MT, we are inspected on a yearly basis. If we don't meet a standard, we can
be shut down. With that in mind, I would like to say this about the shots. Weren't they
to be kept at a ridiculous cold temp? I don't know if pharmacies have freezers that
cold, labs do not. Where are the records for the freezers? Second, is that they need to
be reconstituted and well mixed. Do you really think that happened? How long are
they stored after reconstitution? Where they dated? Lot numbers recorded. Records
should have been kept on all that as well.

Well, gotta sign out now.
 1△  ▽ 1

Turbo Prop  • a day ago

• Reply •

> The Booboo

Remember with this shot, just like the election, all rules were thrown out of the
window....forever more.

 4△ ▽

The Booboo • a day ago

• Reply •

Watching AJ on 06-13. I am a BSMT, MT(ASCP). I have been looking at blood smears
for decades. One of the last blood smears that you showed looks like a Filaria. Look
up filariasis blood smear, W. bancrofti or B. malayi It is rarely seen in the states. It is
spread by mosquitoes. I have never seen one on a smear. They closely resemble a
fibrin strain which is why a tech would not call it (or refer it to the pathologist rather).
They cause Elephantiatis.
I haven't worked as much since Covid so I haven't examined as many smears in the
past 2 years. You need to find a friendly Pathologist who should be seeing this on
autopsy. Until I hear it from one, I will not believe it.
I do not work with post mortem. I do not have a clue what this is. Perhaps a
Histologist would have more info.
Dr Ruby is on now. I dig the scope!

 5△ ▽

Cody's an idiot  • a day ago

• Reply •

> The Booboo

I did look this up and it does appear similar. It is interesting the treatment is
ivermectin, too. 
The connection to mosquitos is also interesting—especially considering the
GM mosquitos that will be (or have been) released by Gates Foundation.

 7△ ▽

DistantViews  • 3 hours ago

• Reply •

> Cody's an idiot

Good point about the GM mosquitos....WTF, Bill?
△ ▽

Michaerl Nitsch • a day ago

• Reply •

WELL SINCE YOU REFUSED TO PUBLISH ANY OF MY COMMENTS I DONATED
$5000.00 ELSE WHERE!
△  ▽ 4

Susan Duclos • a day ago

• Reply •
Excellent, but horrifying report.

 2△ ▽

R DB • a day ago

• Reply •
Mike I heard from AndWeKnow that they are now putting mRNA in ALL

 1△ ▽

SEK • a day ago

• Reply •

Substack: Walter Chesnut (not ches*t*nut) on amyloid and prions. Papers going back
to AT LEAST 2013. They knew what they were doing.

 1△ ▽

jojoee • a day ago

• Reply •
Can unvaccinated catch these wires if in contact with the vaccinated?

 3△  ▽ 1

old bat  • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

> jojoee

they say yes via "shedding"
△  ▽ 1

SeaHawk68 • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

After seeing these photos, I wan to confirm that I took some vaccinations for a lab
position that I applied for in 1994 in New Mexico, and several years later I started
becoming strangely ill and suddenly I had auto-immune disease (another daughter
who worked in the lab) also has similar symptoms, but mine was more severe because
I took all three vaccines. (I was about 51 years old at the time.) I took some Plantain
that I bought in Mexico because an American lady told me she started to become well
after she started taking. I decided to take it also because I had severe stomach issues
and several times after taking them I had such strange stools accompanied with stuff
that look like braided matter. I even thought how this could have been inside of me?
Embarrassed I never took it to a friend who is a lab technologist, but as I see your
photos, I am not surprised. At that time some colleagues of mine introduced me to
books by Neil Z. Miller who did a lot of research on the ingredients and adverse effects
of vaccines.

 3△ ▽

#1TroubleMaker  • a day ago

• Reply •

> SeaHawk68

Forced Vax in the 80's for nurse job gave my sister and nine other health
professionals [including two doctors] aggressive MS. The hospital gave them
extremely difficult tasks ignorer to gin up a reason to have them all quickly fired
from their job.

 2△ ▽

Jean Bush • a day ago

• Reply •

I just looked at the pictures for now. They are definately injecting us with nano metallic
technology. Those particles are definately machines.

 4△  ▽ 1

Ned Carbine • a day ago

• Reply •
Now you know what the Mark of the Beast looks like. It may be time to abandon ship.

 2△ ▽

jojoee • a day ago

• Reply •
I would like to know is they shed on us do we get the same results?

 4△ ▽

Jayna Dinnyes  • a day ago

• Reply •

> jojoee

Well, Pfizer states as such in their papers. "They only need to jab 35% of the
population to infect the rest of us." This through the jabbed victims' air and
touching their skin. It's called shedding and their wording includes BLOOD
CLOTS! All the "vaccines" are very similar and evil!
△ ▽

#1TroubleMaker  • a day ago

• Reply •

> jojoee

The elitists want that answer as well.
△ ▽

PistolPete • a day ago

• Reply •

When you think about the globalist’s agenda, this makes sense. Kill all you can and
the rest that DO survive will be taken over from within (Transhumanism). These
“growths” are embryonic entities that never got a chance to “mature” because these
particular hosts died. Think about the others who are still living and being altered. No
wonder so many people now days are acting crazy… they’re becoming the mindless
“undead” who will serve their masters with vigor.

 3△  ▽ 1

cantb • a day ago

• Reply •

Dr. Ryan Cole of Cole Diagnostics in Boise, Idaho.

Cole's laboratory receives tissue samples from morticians across the country. He
reports that they are finding long blood clots — including several that are inches-long
and even a couple that are a foot long — in corpses that contained the COVID
vaccine.

 7△ ▽

Jay Eaton • a day ago

• Reply •

My confusion is the ignorance of what I thought was an educated portion of the
masses that peruse this valuable website. You are witnessing the effects in the
bloodstream of people whom have for years suffered the raveges of the consistent
spraying of chemtrails upon the masses. These are morgellons fibers, in some
combination with Graphine hydroxide in the vaccines, aggravated by 4G and 5G
radiation. I tend to think that people have not been paying attention to what is
happening in real-time upon this planet. This is a mass extinction event, to bring forth
the 2030 agenda.

 5△ ▽

Liberty or Death • a day ago

• Reply •
That wire is something else.. very curious!

 5△ ▽

Andeed • a day ago

• Reply •

I have seen Mr. Hirschman on with Dr. Ruby. You can't believe the things he pulled out
of these expired souls. Don't be having a meal while watching. He said never in his 20
years of being master mortician has he seen anything like this until 2021.

 18△ ▽

chris  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Andeed

actually, I've been wondering about the souls... AT the very begin of 2021 gene
therapies via the covid injections, there were many whistleblowers from
German nursing homes, reporting the way how the jabbed old people were
dying. Even the death moments looked not the same, people acted
DIFFERENTLY than what the caregivers saw until then. In my interpretation, the
dying behaved as if they 'lost their soules'...

 5△  ▽ 1

RJ Karl • a day ago

• Reply •

Pay attention people. The loons that you elected want you and me eliminated. Nothing
new here as this plan for population control has been in play for well over a 100
hundred years. FACT!

 11△ ▽

TL Rutledge  • a day ago

• Reply •

> RJ Karl

The plan to own and control all of life. A genetic takeover, protecting the
emerging biotechnology industries and big pharma. May not have the
knowledge of blot clot medical science but this " science of social engineering"
started in the 1930's, and Agenda 21 in 1992 brought more of this on. Came
across knowledge of book " The Earth Brokers", copyright 1994.

 2△ ▽

Jayna Dinnyes  • a day ago

• Reply •

> RJ Karl

There have not been any "free elections" in America for years! IMPO (In My
Prayerful Opinion) the world now is in a dictatorship under The Christian
Vatican in Rome, Italy. So were the Nazis!
△  ▽ 1

chris  • a day ago

• Reply •

> RJ Karl

one has to ELIMINATE the powers of those elected, NOW.
△ ▽

desertdaniel • a day ago

• Reply •
Anybody remember Morgellons? I believe that was a tryout spread by chemtrails.

 13△  ▽ 1

Grimly_Fiendish • a day ago

• Reply •

Mike: It would be interesting to see if those "wires" can actually carry a current. You
should be able to test it with a basic multi-meter set to the "ohms" scale.

 3△ ▽

chris  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Grimly_Fiendish

actually last summer I tested the dust in the backyard, it was highly
MAGNETIC! When I measured the skin resistance of couple of people, I was
horrified, even the unjabbed, were having up to .5V and the jabbed around 2V
voltage difference on their skin surface, depending on the spot!!!! I do believe
we ALL are already swimming in graphene, alone the one sprayed on us from
the skies!

 2△ ▽

Honey Bee • a day ago

• Reply •

Oh my, no wonder they’re dying. That’s horrible. Some of them look like a creature. I’m
so glad that I didn’t get it and I didn’t let my elderly mother get it either. This is
probably growing in people that I know that got it. No wonder they are different now

 7△ ▽

froman1960 . • a day ago

• Reply •
How do we get a small personal EMP unit to zap ourselves with?
△ ▽

MD realestateagent  • a day ago

• Reply •

> froman1960 .

Bob Beck protocol, esp. the blood electrification, check out his videos on you
tube, they are actually still up!

 2△ ▽

Andrew Young • a day ago

• Reply •

Quote: "Finally, this fiber is not simply a human hair. It is firmly attached to the blood
clot and when I tried to remove it, it would not tear away easily." Morgellons disease?
The primary symptoms of Morgellons disease are multi-coloured fibres appearing
under the skin or emerging from sores that are slow to heal. Because the fibres can be
red, green, blue, white, or black, they may look like microscopic fibres from clothing.

 4△ ▽

RJP83 • a day ago

• Reply •

In other words, we have nanotechnology colonizing the bodies of the vaccinated. How
many movies have been made were alien life forms colonize people's bodies? For
example, the "Alien" movies. Predictive programming?

 14△ ▽

Quacktard • a day ago

• Reply •

Amazing work mike adams. Thanks for showing us the absolute proof that will never
appear in any other platform, not even the ultra-free InfoWars or other crackpot
schemes. We are validated daily that the world is being overpowered by anti-human
psychopaths.

 1△ ▽

peter vasseur • a day ago

• Reply •
Some of the first slide look like trees

 1△ ▽

Cathe Wisniewski • 2 days ago

• Reply •

I know this is a bit gruesome.....but during the upcoming societal collapse we all know
that their is going to be cannibalism happening. Do you think that some weirdness will
happen to one of these cannibals if they eat someone who has been vaxxed? This is a
horrible concept I know....but I was just curious. On a lighter note....this might be a
good plot line in a horror movie.

 2△ ▽

VladtheSkewerer  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Cathe Wisniewski

I think the Chinese will send in their slaughterbots before we get to that stage.
Let the vaccines do their work first, no use using slaughterbots on dead men
walking.

 1△ ▽

Big Moe • 2 days ago

• Reply •
God Bless You Mike. Thank You for disinfecting main stream science.

 2△ ▽

humanlabrat • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Not debating that the vaccine can cause blood clotting, but bio-circuitry and chips?
Now that sounds very far fetched conspiracy theory.

 5△  ▽ 8

Tellin' It As It Is...  • a day ago

see more

• Reply •

> humanlabrat

Think again...

 2△ ▽

humanlabrat  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Tellin' It As It Is...

Not debating that they are trying to push the microchip in medication,
but I don't think there is microchips in the vaccines or that microchips
can be created in the body. Either way, I don't trust the vaccines in the
least. The CEO of Pfizer said that they are working on microchip
technology to communicate with healthcare to transmit information.

 2△ ▽

Darlinlin  • a day ago

• Reply •

> humanlabrat

There are no conspiracies and there are no coincidences.
 3△ ▽

Debra L  • a day ago

• Reply •

> humanlabrat

Didn't Schwabs side kick come out and say humans are now hackable
creatures.... If anyone follows science they have been able to create chips and
implant into humans since 1970's. They are currently perfecting plants such as
lettuce as being the main vessel to get the chips and nanobots into the human
body. If you do not understand this truth then you are living in the past. Science
has expanded the A1 tech to levels we can not comprehend. We now know
how past civilizations have fallen. Just think, we are all lucky enough to be a
part of history....the fall of yet another civilization. The sixth extinction level.

 3△ ▽

Mark C.  • a day ago

• Reply •

> humanlabrat

Nano technology has been around for a while. Scientists can't help
themselves, so I'm sure they've somehow managed to merge biological
processes with this technology, and I feel this is what we're seeing with these
vaccines.

 9△  ▽ 1

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Mark C.

They are NOT vaccines. Lie.
△ ▽

VladtheSkewerer  • a day ago

• Reply •

> humanlabrat

Microsoft 060606 patent is something you may find interesting.
 9△ ▽

tony sabell  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> humanlabrat

No, it's true. The nano-circuitry is self assembling too.
 11△ ▽

Dave  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> humanlabrat

No it isn't far fetched and is a fact! See photo set #5: the grayish colored
almost triangular particles appear to be Graphene Oxide Nanoparticles. Several
doctors have viewed samples taken from Pfizer and Moderns COVID vaxx
bottles and viewed under a Microscope magnified 500 times. Same size, shape
and color were seen, same as in set #5. I have read on these pages they are
toxic to the body and brain, are magnetic and can receive digital signals---think
5G and Artificial Intelligence. The particles are made made from graphite which
comes from lead which is highly toxic to humans.

 18△  ▽ 1

Tom Bombadillo  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Dave

Graphite is pure carbon and does not come from lead. Nothing to do
with a graphite so-called "pencil lead".

 1△ ▽

Bodhimom • 2 days ago

• Reply •

OMG, Thank You Mike for doing this.
This is all horrible beyond belief. Wall Street Analyst Edward Dowd says that they will
not get away with this. It is a 'bridge too far'. They will all hang and we will make sure
they do.

 18△ ▽

Mrs. Ramsay  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Bodhimom

I like to think positively as well. 
Someone has got to pay for the suffering we've only started to see.

 3△ ▽

joe • 2 days ago

• Reply •

I call BS. two objects. one is something you pocked up from the yard(dead plant
material) and the other is beef jerky.

 1△  ▽ 22

Latter DC  • a day ago

• Reply •

> joe

I call BW (Brain-Washed). As we all know, our government and their faithful
corporations love us so much. How could we ever doubt their intentions?
△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> joe

Right, so go get your next booster, joe jerky
 2△ ▽

summer meadow  • a day ago

• Reply •

> joe

If only that was true! Get real buddy, they've been perfecting their Frankenstein
plan for over 50 years

 9△ ▽

Stephane Pasquier • 2 days ago

• Reply •

I wonder if those items are into 100% of the "vaccines" Covid-19 injections, or only
into a small percentage of them....??
△ ▽

lavista4u • 2 days ago

• Reply •
Its Black goo. AI taking over human body

 1△ ▽

Ray Jones  • a day ago

• Reply •

> lavista4u

killing the humans
 1△ ▽

WCDC17  • a day ago

• Reply •

> lavista4u

x files
 3△ ▽

disqus_iRqdi1HTGf • 2 days ago

• Reply •
https://www.globalresearch....
△ ▽

Jay Dillon • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Are there any morticians doing these bizarre autopsies who can "go on the record" on
video and state their name and location, etc.? These are so controversial that we need
very definite source info on where and how these "clots" and tissues were produced.
In a free country we should be able to speak freely. If family permission is required,
maybe some families would prefer to help save lives of others, rather than keep all
these nightmarish growths secret from the public.

 1△ ▽

TheMagician  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Jay Dillon

A few independents do.
They can't if they work for a big corp.
They are under pressure to STFU.
△ ▽

Liberty or Death  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Jay Dillon

There are and they already have, try searching for it. Heck even as we speak
such a mortician is speaking publicly on Info Wars right now...

 1△ ▽

faustinaagatha  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Jay Dillon

There are interviews with actual morticians that sound credible to me. The are
pulling long tubes of coagulated blood//serum . But those fibrous thingies in
this article look nothing like those others.

 2△ ▽

Tom Bombadillo  • a day ago

• Reply •

> faustinaagatha

The ones here have been lab-stained for better examination.
 1△ ▽

tyrannystopper  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Jay Dillon

Check bitchute, I've seen a number of morticians come out about this. Actual
footage from their workplace too.

 5△ ▽

whalemind • 2 days ago

• Reply •

..."no lab or university will dare examine these clots and honestly report the results. To
do so would risk losing all NIH funding and federal grants, since the very same people
who engineer vaccines and bioweapons also control most science funding in
America."

 7△ ▽

CrucifXFiles • 2 days ago

• Reply •
See more at the bottom of the homepage of vaxxerwars dot com
△  ▽ 1

David S • 2 days ago

• Reply •

If all true, is there even a punishment heinous enough to compensate for all that these
criminals have done to our species and the billions they have assaulted, lied to,
murdered, etc.? Seizing all of their assets to add to a compensation fund would
certainly be a great start. Soros, Fauxi, and Gates alone should yield a nice sum.

 4△ ▽

Michele Baillie  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> David S

Are you really that ingenuous? Or; are you just dissembling?
△  ▽ 4

Jimbeau • 2 days ago

• Reply •

A big thanks for posting up some REAL pics with excellent magnification and detail.
What a ghastly connection our frankensteinian 'scientists' have made with God's
creation.

 9△ ▽

Geckonomics • 2 days ago

• Reply •
People need to hang for this crime.

 9△ ▽

Jay Dillon • 2 days ago

• Reply •
The safe "Citizens News" link just contains one photo, the rest are blank
△ ▽

SmileyVirus • 2 days ago

• Reply •
Yes the "vax" is dodgy, but this is a little much- I left my tin foil hat at home.
△  ▽ 15

Latter DC  • a day ago

• Reply •

> SmileyVirus

You don't need a tin foil hat to see what's right in front of your eyes. But maybe
you can't see in spite of them, or hear for that matter either...

 1△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> SmileyVirus

Ok genius....hop on that next booster.
Lap dog.

 2△ ▽

old bat  • a day ago

• Reply •

> SmileyVirus

well you better go get it cuz 5g and 6g are gonna be a mess.
 5△ ▽

summer meadow  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> SmileyVirus

Dodgy? Vaxx it's an experiment meant to kill and maim - that means they want
you DEAD and GONE = the devil hates ya with a passion. Nothing they won't
do.

 9△ ▽

Shannon K • 2 days ago

Now that you have seen how ugly the things that are being done to people that we
know and/or love are---Do YOU get it yet?
The world leaders, corporate leaders, health leaders, ANY man leaders, just do not get
it. They are all telling us that they are trying to save lives- physical lives. There is no
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• Reply •

God in their thoughts. Those listening to and believing these vain imaginings don't get
it either. This physical body is a tool. It is a vessel. It is a vessel unto righteousness or
a vessel unto evil. 
Once the physical body dies, what you did while in that body determines the fate of
the soul. ALL of mans righteousness is as dirty rags unto our Maker- the GOD of
Heaven and earth. There is NOTHING that ANYONE can do to SAVE a life. This time
on earth is NOT your "life". Your life truly begins when this physical body dies. You,
your soul, will either go to Hell for eternity or you, your soul, will go to heaven for
eternity. 
To have your life SAVED is to BELIEVE in Jesus Christ. THEN will you no longer be
dead in your sins. You will be a vessel unto RIGHTEOUSNESS. The Righteousness of
Jesus Christ. Your soul will go to heaven when the body dies. 
Up until that moment, you are dead in your sin- no matter how much wealth or how
little wealth you have while in this body- you are NOT saved, your life will not be

 14△  ▽ 1

Andrew  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Shannon K

Yours is the Arminian error. According to Scripture, however, one must be
regenerated before one can believe. As Martin Luther proved from Scripture,
regeneration must precede faith. It is the Romanist error that suggests that a
person dead in their sins can embrace the Gospel. A person dead in their sins
is a slave to "the Prince of the Air" and a slave to the flesh. God regenerates
His elect (only) so that they will believe and repent.

 2△ ▽

aPEON  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> Andrew

Ephesians 8-10-----"For it is by grace you have been saved, through
FAITH----and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of God----not by
works, so that no one can boast. For we are God's workmanship,
created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in
advance for us to do."

So, we are saved by "Grace" through "Faith"---but NOT OUR faith,,,,His
Faith. At this point we re Re-Generated, by God through His Faith which
He gives to us. Re-Generation is a result of Salvation, NOT a pre-
requisite. Subsequently we can exercise our Faith, [the faith God gave
us] as we proceed in this life.

It appears you are a a disciple of the gospel of John Calvin.I prefer the
Gospel of Jesus Christ.
△  ▽ 1

MandarinDucky  • 2 hours ago

• Reply •

> aPEON

He is discussing the teachings of LUTHER, not Calvin. And he's
right; these ARE the teachings of Luther.

As I understand Calvin, God provides only for the elect, but the
Bible clearly teaches Jesus died for ALL. The problem is a
paradox. And there are several of those in the Christian faith.

God doesn't choose people to be punished everlastingly. People
choose it themselves.

Your analysis of Ephesians is spot on, but your accusation is not.
It should also be noted that God prepared our good works in
advance, so even our good works are a gift from God.
△ ▽

Medico  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Shannon K

It is not enough to believe in Jesus to be saved. The devil believes in Jesus but
he is in hell. Faith and works go together. Following what Jesus established
through the Apostles is to start doing God’s will, be in grace and persevere
until death to be saved or in Heaven. More information is here Home | Catholic
Church Apologetics (ccatruthandlove.com). Any questions let me know.

 2△  ▽ 6

TL Rutledge  • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

> Medico

Catholic church is a false religion. The POPE is not the mediator. There
is only one mediator and his name is Jesus Christ. By his blood a
person can be saved by grace through faith. The word "Christmas"
actually came from the Catholic christ-mass. I have empathy and mercy
for the Catholics and the ignorance of their priesthood and the pope as
an idol, but therefore totally disagree. Even the elect can fall into
apostasy as the bible says.
△ ▽

aPEON  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Medico

What you call 'works' are the result of Faith, the product of Faith, and
the Power of the Holy Spirit. Just ask Jesus directly the next time He
talks to you.

 1△ ▽

Shannon K  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Medico

Stay AWAY from Catholicism. It is the MOST evil CULT that parades as
Christianity. And NO the devil is NOT in Hell- not yet. He goes about as
a roaring lion seeking that which to steal, kill, and destroy.

 2△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Medico

Catholicism is a cult
 1△ ▽

Andrew  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Medico

Nowhere does it say that the devil believes in the Gospel. He believes in
"one god" - he is a monotheist - but NOWHERE does the Bible say that
the devil believes in Jesus in the sense (biblical sense) that he believes
in the Gospel proper. OTOH there are many explicit passages that
clearly say that if one believes they are saved.
△ ▽

old bat  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Medico

you must confess Jesus is Lord with your mouth. pretty sure devil hasnt
done that. works dont get you salvation. they are an expression of
gratitude for your salvation.

 5△ ▽

45B20 • 2 days ago

• Reply •

You need to watch more anime, these poor PPL will be turned into demonic beings
that will attack the uninfected

 4△ ▽

frankfan42 • 2 days ago

• Reply •

This is horrifying, and consistent with what Dr Carrie Madej has found in the
"vaccines."

 22△ ▽

thoughtctrl512  • a day ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

Thank you Mike. There have been a few findings on the covid vax'd bodies
post-autopsy (ex. Dr Bhakdi), describing how their bodies were destroying
themselves from w/in (like autoimmune disease/disorders). There have been
reports of Trypanosoma parasite being found in the blood of the covid vax'd,
but not sure of this blood clot. Yes, so many various things possible...but (just
my 2 cents), just from those photos you share, 1st thought(s) that came to
mind was/were potentially some alien-reptilian-transhumanism-human-hybrid
of some sort (as per the mRNA synthetic snake venom [also, some minor
parallels to Dr Franc Zalewski's synthetic biology lifeform "The Thing"
discovery, in some aspect], mRNA spike proteins, etc). (There is still a massive
list of possibilities and negative effects of course [and possible
applications/implications], from the past discoveries of the covid vax vials and
its contents [at various temperatures, ex. graphene oxide, self-assembling
nanotech, hydra vulgaris parasites, etc], that may be interconnected in some
way [as per various scientists/doctors/researchers]). You mention the timeline
of these "suddenly died" victims post covid vax of "number of months" -- I feel
some of these covid vax vial lots/batches (from Pfizer, etc) are on an
accelerated timeline batch. Looking forward to your broadcast on Infowars w/
other expert guests re. this. God bless.
△ ▽

Dave  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

Correct. I read a couple of her articles, saw her photos. She was stunned at
what she saw in samples under microscope. Including a parasite called Hydra
Vulgaris, which is the same one found in people with AIDS. Thousands of
reports that vaxxed people are contracting Vaccine Aquired Immune Deficiency
(AIDS)!!!

 12△ ▽

Sheryl d Stover  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

I agree. It makes me sick. How could they do this to human beings. It just goes
to show you how little regard they have for human life. Maybe their life should
be put at risk and then they would understand.

 6△ ▽

frankfan42  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Sheryl d Stover

Don't bet on that. When people are sociopathic they do not have the
ability to empathize with others whatsoever. Many of our "Leaders" are
not only sociopathic, but luciferian.

 11△ ▽

D Guest • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Could that wire in the last sample be part of a stent or similar device? Device used to
extract the clot?

Clots can form around obstructions, including calcium plaques.

I'm not convinced that the other clot samples are abnormal. Can we see pictures of
'normal' clots? Are the crystals salt or calcium bits?

 1△  ▽ 2

Wolf Moon  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> D Guest

The "wire" appears to be a cylindrical formation on the interior of a smaller
vessel that was then loosened, and thus has a thin, hollow, straw-like or wire-
like appearance.

The brighter portions look like they may be more recently formed, or were
undergoing active growth.

I'm not really seeing anything actually metallic or crystalline - but none of that is
needed. That's clickbait wishful thinking for hardware nanotech that's simply
not present.

The nanotech in these vaccines is the lipid nanoparticles surrounding the
pseudo-mRNA, which may in fact have contained pegylated graphene oxide,
but I have still not seen any solid proof. Again, not needed.

These clots themselves are devastating indictments of the "clot shot".

The spike protein is known to cause inappropriate polymerization of fibrinogen.
Its clear that the shots, with the pseudo-mRNA that doesn't shut down quickly
and migrates out of the deltoid, then producing massive spike protein
quantities in lymph nodes and organs around the body, is all that is needed to
start inappropriate fibrin formation. The spike protein-induced clotting does
NOT produce normal clots. It's making this "beef jerky" crap instead.

IMO we need to push this basic and true clotting information without the fake
nano-robo-crystal tech garbage which discredits it, and ridicule this Sgt.
Schultz "SADS" nuttery, until Fauci and Walensky are run out of Washington
(Atlanta - wherever).

 5△ ▽

frankfan42  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> D Guest

I've been an RN for almost 35 years, worked in surgery and scraped huge clots
off surgical flooring and tables. These are NOT in any way traditional clots
whatsoever.

 16△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

These naysayers were eager to take the experimental death jabs. Ignore
them. Word salads aren’t science, and they simply are a denial of an
unnatural phenomenon. True scientists would be eager to explore what
is really happening.

 3△ ▽

Sandy  • a day ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

Not all of us are in that field. Won't hurt to have a few comparison
pictures for the rest of us.

 1△  ▽ 1

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Sandy

Then you would complain that there is no reliable authentication.
Of course, Fauxi team would be the only reliable source. /s.

 1△ ▽

victor • 2 days ago

• Reply •

FREQUENCY CREATED GRAPHENE OXIDE RODS,.or nana wires as described in
identifying wire structure in"blood clot". What you are seeing is spike protein mass in
veins. arteries and capillaries. The 5g tunes grapene oxide to assemble into rods that
grow spike protein mass(muscle)( inside your veins). The spike protein mass is what
you are seeing, how ever it got there or however one wants to postulate "how it got
there" scientifically.

 13△ ▽

L V • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Looks like crocodiles. Reptiles. Reptilian clots. Sure. Hyperbolic. But those pics look
creepy. And like crocodiles at times.

If I had gotten a vaccine, I'd want my blood analyzed to detect this. I would want
blood transfusions.

 5△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> L V

AMA would tell you to shove it. They are bought off.
△ ▽

Suzanne Critchfield  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> L V

I thought the first one looked like a crocodile face. Scary as hell.
 5△ ▽

Gustav • 2 days ago

• Reply •
This is way beyond plausibility. I'm saving it.

 3△ ▽

TheMask Ritual • 2 days ago

• Reply •
Precursor to the Mark of the Beast

 12△ ▽

Phoenix_Damaged  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> TheMask Ritual

Fauci-Gates Killer Worms.
 12△ ▽

Ann Hale  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> TheMask Ritual

Check out the notorious video of Yuval Harari stating that Covid has allowed
the elites to control people from the inside.

 8△ ▽

Geckonomics  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Ann Hale

That guy is a class-A creep.
 4△ ▽

Michele Baillie  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Geckonomics

Yuval Harari? Loxism for all to see. There are a lot of Jews like
him; he is unusual only for his openness.

 2△ ▽

Kforchrist  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Ann Hale

That was happening before "Covid". "Covid" was just the excuse to
experiment on the bots in newer and evermore invasive and devious
ways.

 7△ ▽

CrucifXFiles • 2 days ago

• Reply •

I wonder if before staining these samples they fluoresce under ultraviolet light? This
would help eliminate what they are not if they did or did not.

 1△ ▽

nancy cope • 2 days ago

• Reply •
Turning people into borgs

 6△ ▽

Liberty denied  • a day ago

• Reply •

> nancy cope

Apparently,....simply killing people.
 1△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Geckonomics  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

Worms have powerful digestive acids.
△ ▽
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